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Importance of Data in Financial 
Research

Hard to write a paper that doesn’t use data.
June 2006 issue of Journal of Finance 

Empirical, (11 
papers), 73%

Theory + 
Empirical, (1 
paper), 7%

Pure Theory, 
(2 papers), 

13%

Experimental, 
(1 paper), 7%
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Databases platforms

1. WRDS
Stock returns (CRSP)
Trading data (TAQ)
Company data (Compustat, IRRC) 
Analyst advice (I/B/E/S)
Institutional holdings data (Thomson 13F), etc

2. Datastream/Worldscope
International stock returns, company data, 
economic statistics

3. SDC
Equity and debt issues 
Mergers and acquisitions
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Outline 

Overview of some WRDS databases (Roger)

Datastream/SDC (Taylor)

Practice sessions in Fisher 606

Accessing WRDS (Roger)
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1. CRSP

Center for Research in Security Prices—most 
comprehensive US stock returns database.
Individual stock returns and market returns (daily 
and monthly).
Most used items:

Price
Return
Volume
Market-cap 
Shares outstanding
SIC Industry code
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CRSP Data E.g. 

Permanent number is the CRSP security identifier
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2. Compustat

US Company Data from financial statements 
Most commonly used Files

Industrial Annual 
Industrial Quarterly 
CRSP-Compustat Merged File
Executive Compensation

Commonly used items in Annual File (Item #):
Long-term Debt (#9)
Sales (#12) 
Earnings (income before extraordinary items, #18)
Book value of equity (#60)
Total Assets
R&D expenditure
Cash
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Compustat Annual Data E.g. 
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3. I/B/E/S

Institutional Brokers Estimate System. 

Contains sell-side security analysts’ earnings 
forecasts and stock recommendations for US firms 
and international firms.

Earnings Forecasts 
Summary File (monthly consensus forecasts)

Detail File (Individual analyst forecasts)

Recommendations
Summary File (monthly consensus recommendations)

Detail File (Individual analyst recommendations)
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I/B/E/S Detail Recommendations E.g. 
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4. NYSE Trade and Quote (TAQ)

Consolidated Trades, Consolidated Quotes data.
Used when intra-day price and quotes are needed, 
especially in market microstructure/liquidity research. 
Commonly used variables

Trade price
Trade size
Bid/offer price 
Bid/offer size

Managing the large size of the dataset is the 
challenge of using TAQ data.
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TAQ Quotes Data E.g.
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5. Thomson 13F

Institutions are required to report their ownership of 
equities in quarterly 13F filings to the SEC. 
Aggregate holdings for the institution, regardless of 
the number of individual fund portfolios. 
Shows how many shares of a firm are held by each 
institution. 
Usage of this database among published papers 
increased recently.
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13F Holdings Data E.g. 
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6. IRRC

Investor Responsibility Research Center
Corporate Governance data

Gompers, Ishii, Metrick (2003 
http://papers.ssrn.com/id=278920) corporate governance 
index. Lists the anti-takeover provisions that a firm has. 
More provisions=more entrenched management=poor 
governance. Commonly used for recent corporate 
governance studies.

Directors data
Information on the directors of a firm—board size, age, 
whether they are independent, whether they hold shares in 
the firm. 
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IRRC Directors Data E.g. 
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Accessing WRDS
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3 ways to access WRDS

1. Web queries at http://wrds.wharton.upenn.edu

2. SAS PC Connect (need SAS installation on 
your PC) 

3. Unix SAS (use SSH Secure Shell, download 
from http://osusls.osu.edu/upgrades/stg2wnx.html)

Write actual programs to download data. More 
powerful and flexible than web queries. 
Integrates data extraction within your research 
programs. 
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SAS PC Connect Vs Unix

SAS PC Connect

Easier to edit programs and 
debug.
No need to learn unix code. 
More user-friendly but just 
as powerful as the unix
interface.
Can move across windows 
to view program, output and 
log file. 
Jobs that take >1 hour to 
run require a SSH tunnel 
connection to WRDS if 
executed through the 
university’s firewall.

UNIX 
Good for very large jobs 
(e.g. those that take many 
hours to execute)
Can run more than one 
program concurrently. 
You can access your work 
anywhere since the data 
and programs are in the 
WRDS server.
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Steps to use SAS PC Connect
E.g.: Compute average monthly returns of all U.S. stocks 2001-present. 
Step 1: Go to http://wrds.wharton.upenn.edu/support/dslist/dslist.shtml and find 

dataset list that you need. 

Since we want 
stock returns, the 
dataset we need 
is CRSP data. 
Click on dataset 
list for list of 
CRSP datasets. 
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Steps to use SAS PC Connect
Step 2: Since we need monthly frequency, find CRSP monthly 

stock returns, and click on msf. 

Step 3: Jot down library name 
crsp.msf, and variable names 
needed: permno, date, ret, prc. 
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Steps to use SAS PC Connect
Step 4: Write the sas program to compute average returns and sandwich 

it with the PC connect commands. Then run the program.

Sandwich 
your SAS 
program 
between 
the remote 
submission 
commands
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Steps to use WRDS Unix

Step 1: Server name is wrds.wharton.upenn.edu. You can set up a 
permanent profile or use quickconnect (shown below). 
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Step 2: You will see the UNIX command prompt screen once you 
log in, click on explorer window to upload your SAS program. 

Steps to use WRDS Unix
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Your personal 
folder on WRDS, 
750 MB space. 

Step 3: Explorer window in SSH, drag and drop capabilities. Drag
your sas program to the right window. 

Steps to use WRDS Unix
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Step 4: The SAS program uploaded should look like this: This is written in 
a text editor and saved as, e.g., unix.sas. Note differences from PC SAS 
program. 

Steps to use WRDS Unix

myunix library is your personal folder. 
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Step 5: Run SAS program in command prompt window by typing 
nohup sas unix.sas &. nohup allows program to run remotely even 
if you exit SSH. 

Steps to use WRDS Unix
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Step 6: See log or output by typing more unix.log or more 
unix.lst at the command prompt. Final file crsp1 was saved in 
your WRDS personal folder. 

Steps to use WRDS Unix
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Common Unix commands on wrds

See wrds.wharton.upenn.edu/support/docs/UNIXIntro.pdf

for more unix commands.
nohup sas program.sas &: to submit jobs
ls: list all files in the folder
more filename.ext: to read text file
pico filename.ext: to edit file 
emacs filename.ext: to edit file 
cd /folder/: to access folder
ps –fu username: to check status of jobs
kill #jobnumber: to kill a program
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Fisher unix server

Fisher’s own unix server. Programs SAS, Matlab, R, 
etc are available. See http://fisher.osu.edu/services/computing-
services/knowledge-base/unix-research/

Advantage, less competition for processing power, 
more user space (4GB in /home/student/username/). 
Disadvantages, no financial databases there, need to 
upload your own data. 
Apply for unix account (I will give you the form) 
Log in to research1.cob.ohio-state.edu (for SAS) 
using your email user and password.
Works the same as WRDS Unix except the “nohup”
doesn’t work. Instead do these 2 steps. 

sas program.sas &
disown #jobnumber
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Accessing WRDS
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Datastream/Worldscope

Datastream is a comprehensive international database:
Stock returns (>50,000 stocks in >60 countries)
Sompany financial data (provided within Datastream by 
Worldscope)
Bond returns
Stock and bond indices
Foreign exchange,  commodity prices, and economic data. 

Indispensable for studies needing international data. 
However, the data interface is not user-friendly and there are 
many errors in the dataset. See for eg., Ince and Porter (2004). 
http://papers.ssrn.com/id=486523 or appendix of Griffin, Nadari, 
and Kelly (2006).
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Datastream/Worldscope

Requires a software installation on your desktop. 
Important to log out after use because only one 
person can be logged in. 
2 ways of access:

Datastream Advance Excel add-in (simple but limited 
usefulness)
DS Windows macros 
Cross-sectional data (use 900A macro)
Time-series data (use 900B macro)

If you have many macros to run, DS Agenda can 
help you to run them sequentially. 
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Datastream/Worldscope

Categories of Data 
that will be useful

Equities
Equity Lists
Equity & Misc Indices
Exchange Rates
Economic Series
Interest Rates

Variables available
Datatypes
Worldscope Data Items
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Eg. Get prices for all 30 Dow 
Jones Index stocks

1. Open DS Windows
2. Get dscodes (identifier codes) for all 30 firms. 

Under “equity lists” category, search for Dow 
Jones Industrial and we find the code LDJINDUS. 

3. Enter LDJINDUS into the Codes: section of the 
900A macro (cross-section macro). 

4. Run 900A macro to get dscodes.
5. Collect the output dscodes and paste them onto 

the 900B macro. 
6. Run 900B macro to get the monthly price series 

for each of the 30 firms.
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900A macro example

STARTDC(CSVFILE, "C:\dataosu\listfirm.csv", overwrite)
OpenData Codes
Loop:
If &endOfData = FALSE Then
Input code

>900A
Send(CODE)
>NAME, P
>12-31-05
>[CLEAR]

Goto Loop
EndIf
ENDDC
End

Codes:
DATA

"LDJINDUS"

ENDDATA
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900B – Time-series macro

STARTDC(CSVFILE,"C:\dataosu\900bdata.csv")
OpenData Codes
Loop:
If &endOfData = FALSE Then
Input code

Send(  "900B " + code + "(P), 1-1-2002, 12-31-2003, D//C" )

Send("[CLEAR]")
Goto Loop

EndIf
ENDDC
End

Codes:
DATA

"902172"
"945388"
"905113"
"904853"
"906156"
"916305"
"904818“

ENDDATA
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Making downloaded Datastream
data usable

Data extracted is in a 
panel format. 

But we need it in a stacked 
format for analysis. Need to 
write a program (e.g. in 
SAS) to transpose the data. 
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Finding DS Codes

Steps to search through Datastream’s menu of codes

1. Type “help” in DS Window program number prompt. 
2. Select “codes” (#4 on the menu)
3. Search through Datastream code menu to find relevant code.

Note: Datastream has many data items that Worldscope does not. In general, 
Worldscope has annual firm-level accounting data. Datastream will have daily 
and monthly stock returns as well as international stock market indices, industry 
identifiers, and other equity specific data items (e.g. volume, dividends, total 
return, etc..)
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Downloading Individual DS Time 
Series

Steps to download individual time series in DS using 900B

1. Type 900B into Program Number prompt.
2. Click on furthest right icon to create a blank csv file to which 
the data will be sent.  Follow the prompt to create a file name.
3. The prompt will ask for a code or expression. Enter 
mnemonic of the data series you want with the data type in 
parenthesis.

Example:  MSUEIMV(RI)

4. Enter start date of desired data. 
5. Enter end date of desired data.  
6. Enter data frequency (e.g., d(daily), w(weekly), m(monthly))
7. Hit return until download is complete. 
8. Go to file – end data channel/fundline. 
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Downloading Individual DS Time 
Series
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SDC

Thomson’s Securities Data Company. 
Corporate issuance database

New Issues (US and International)
IPOs and secondary issues
Bond offerings 
Rights offerings

Mergers and Acquisitions
Hostile/friendly takeovers
Successful and unsuccessful deals
US and non-US targets

SDC also contains some errors. See:
http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~aljungqv/research.htm (Alexander 
Ljungqvist’s website)
http://bear.cba.ufl.edu/ritter/ipodata.htm (Jay Ritter’s website)
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SDC Example

1. Select Database
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SDC Example

2. Category Selection
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SDC Example

3. Date Selection
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SDC Example

4. Select Items
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SDC Example

5. Select firm-specific data types
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